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CMS involvement in WLCG-ML
✤

We are here to observe and contribute in various ways

✤

We had several ways to collect data and use it for ML
pipeline

✤

We explored various ML techniques and applied them in
real application

✤

We’re happy to share the knowledge and learn from others

✤

Let’s collaborate in this challenge

Data collection
✤

DCAFPilot framework (Data and Computing Analytics Framework) used for CMS
dataset popularity studies:
✤

✤

CMS popularity project streams PhEDEx, DBS data into HDFS, but their content is
based on specific application:
✤

✤

collects data from various CMS systems: popularity DB, DBS, PhEDEx,
Dashboard, SiteDB, MCM services. All data collected via data-service APIs. Data
are anonymized and ready for ML algorithms (CSV format)

experiment specific data, need expansion/transformation for ML studies

WMArchive project collects data from CMS WMAgents, it is meta-data info about
CMS production jobs. All data are streamed into HDFS:
✤

experiment specific data, need transformation for ML studies

CMS ML activities
✤

CMS presented its ML activities at CERN MLDA workshop http://bit.ly/1TUVhwj

✤

Currently we evaluated ML approach for dataset popularity prediction
✤

initial results, data collection, metric evaluation http://arxiv.org/abs/
1602.07226v1
✤

Run several popular ML algorithms out of the box, e.g. RF, SGD, XGBoost, VW

✤

further studies shows that popularity predictions can vary significantly based on
collected meta-data; found a lot of correlation and biased data, e.g. dataset
presence at site, cpu and wall-clock time.

✤

data collection phase can be time consuming operation; anonymization of data can
be done via internal DB or hash function; we translated a problem into
classification one while preserve data intact.

ML activities, cont’d
✤

✤

We’re planning to apply ML technique on data transfer latencies
✤

data (2012-now) comes from PhEDEx, explored via R and
categorized latency type, CHEP’15 http://bit.ly/20Ry137

✤

aim to understand tails, optimize throughput

FTS studies (a common layer across experiments)
✤

✤

need to understand metrics, end-users/actors

Students are interested in ML topics (have summer students and
expect some in coming fall)

